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1 Introduction 

136 generalized nets, named NGNs, are strictly defined in [2]. These models concern basic 
neurological diseases. They can help specialists in studying the logic of the processes related to 
diagnoses. They can also help medical students in acquiring diagnostic skills, as well as 
facilitate the examination of medical students with real-time simulation, [2]. 

In the present paper a .NET implementation of NGNs is considered. The software GoGN 
1.0 is used, and main features are demonstrated below [4]. In accordance with [2], a scheme of 
relations connecting 23 NGNs in a global generalized net model is given. Four of these 23 
NGNs are implemented in a common .NET application. The approach presented in Section 2 
can be extended to all 136 NGNs as well as to other generalized nets. 

2  Remarks on the .NET implementation of NGNs 

The .NET application GoGN 1.0 implementing all components of generalized nets (see 
[1, 3, 5]) is described in [4]. Some of the classes developed in [4] are modified in order to 
enable handling of NGNs. The definitions of the abstract class GN and of Windows form 
FormGN are extended. For example, the following new members of GN: 

private readonly string NewGNs; 
private readonly Point NewGNsPosition 

are declared according to all NGNs connected a given NGN (see Section 3). These members 
determine a note in a graphical representation. Moreover, 
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abstract public string GoToNewGN(); 

declares an abstract member checked in order a new generalized net (a replacement of a current 
NGNs) to be simulated. 

FormGN is modified according to the common features of NGNs, too. It has controls of 
types Button, TextBox, ComboBox, and others (Figure 1) with proper event handlers. For 
example, the source code 

if (comboBox1.SelectedItem.ToString().StartsWith("GN 25")) 
{ 
    properGN = new GN_025((int)numericUpDownPlaceSize.Value); 
} 

selects NGN25 from a list. Similarly, 

if (goToNewGN == "GN 134") 
{ 
    properGN = new GN_134((int)numericUpDownPlaceSize.Value); 
} 

replaces a generalized net with another one. Each NGN is represented by one class inheriting 
GN. For example, the upper classes GN_025 and GN_134 implement NGN 25 and NGN 134 
respectively (the numbering agrees with [2]). 

 
Figure 1: Graphical user interface with FormGN 
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Some controls of the Windows form shown on Figure 1 are presented in [4]. They ensure 
drawing in a suitable way. Tokens and components can be viewed or hidden; images can be 
zoomed or moved. 

Other controls of FormGN are specific and concern NGNs’ functioning. Various NGNs 
can be selected through the ComboBox, denoted by “Generalized net”; NGN 25 is selected on 
Figure 1. Notes on a current state of a given NGN are given in the RichTextBox; they agree 
with a place and with the last characteristic of a token residing in this place. Alternatives are 
shown in the ComboBox, denoted by “Predicate”; they represent elements of one transition’s 
condition. A choice of a predicate from a menu (see Figure 1) determines the truth value of this 
predicate as “truth”. The button with text “One token transfer” starts (or continues) simulation 
step by step. 

The TabPage “History” can be used in similar manner as “Current state”; however, all 
previous functioning of various generalized net can be viewed (indeed, replacement of NGNs 
is implemented). 

3 Proper generalized nets 

The graphical structure of NGN 25 in the proposed .NET application is presented on Figure 2. 
It illustrates processes in case of fixed visual loss.  

NGN 25 has one input (place l 1), and outputs showing next diagnoses, medical 
examinations, and others. The related generalized nets are written out (see Section 2). If there 
is a token in place l  1 initially, it transfers to place l  2 with new characteristic “pinhole test 
refraction is performed”. On Figure 1 this characteristic is shown in the RichTextBox, and the 
predicates in the condition of transition Z 2 are given in the ComboBox denoted by “Predicate”. 
Next token transfers can be handled in similar manner. They represent two alternatives, and a 
choice done determines proper medical treatments. 

Some of the generalized net’s outputs point out related NGNs. For example, tokens 
entering l  17 obtain new characteristic “the diagnosis is: optic nerve lesion; go to GN 134”. In 
this case the ComboBox denoted by “Predicate” is hidden, and one click on the button with text 
“One token transfer” replaces the current generalizen net (NGN 25) with another one (NGN 
134). The graphical structure of the last one is given on Figure 3, and it appears automatically 
in the proposed Windows application.  

A scheme of relations (based on [2]) of 23 NGNs is presented on Figure 4. Four of 
these NGNs are implemented, and their inner relations are denoted by continuous lines. 
Similarly, the other relations are denoted by dashed lines. Of course, the scheme and respective 
implementation can be enlarged to all NGNs. 
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Figure 2: Graphical structure of NGN 25 
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Figure 3: Graphical structure of NGN 134 

 

 
Figure 4: Relations between 23 NGNs 
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4 Conclusion  

The generalized nets from [2] representing neurological diseases are handled in a convenient 
way by means which extend the software GoGN 1.0. A global model is partially implemented 
in a common .NET application. The latter is useful in various analyses. For example, it can 
indicate examinations related to current and next diagnoses. Studying the relations between 
diagnoses is a key factor for proper medical treatments, and the proposed framework can help 
some basic processes to be simulated. 
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